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FLAGSTICK GOLF MAGAZINE ‑ DIGITAL EDITION

Advertising Deadlines & Publishing Dates

industry and our readers have not completely switched their interest to a digital publication the

Spring Edition

April 14

April 5

April 7

June Edition

June 16

June 9

June 11

August 11

August 2

August 4

Flagstick Golf Magazine has been publishing for 25 years as a printed product but while the

recent changes to the golf industry since the COVID-19 pandemic has entered the picture we have
had to adapt to a fully digital distribution method. Whether this is the new normal for our

publishing model or a temporary change until retail and golf courses are able to fully re-open

May Edition

their operations as before, we have invested in the best possible software to allow us the ability to

July Edition

marketing success. While the distribution method may be different, the readership and audience

Fall Edition

create and outstanding digital publication that uses a high level of interactivity to achieve strong
is bigger then ever before.

The digital edition of Flagstick give advertisers the ability to become more visual and interactive
with their advertising then print could ever deliver. Advertisers can add as many direct weblinks

as they like to their advertisments, they submit photos to us to have a digital photo gallery

created that readers can see more than one or two images in an ad. In addition to the photo

gallery, advertisers can insert either a video pop-up window or embedded video from YouTube

into their marketing within the digital editions. These types of digital options allow the clients to

really showcase what their business is all about which can be highly effective.

Distribution: 120,000 +

Flagstick Digital is distributed through our own database
of subscribers, a heavy social media distribution campaign
& through our golf courses and retail partners internal
databases to customers and members which has been very
similar to the print distribution model.

August Edition
Winter Edition

May 12

May 3

July 14

July 5

September 15

September 6

November 10

November 1

May 5
July 7

September 8
November 3

Advertising Rates & Options

Full Page

$500

$400

Inside Front Cover

$600

$500

Half Page

Inside Back Cover

Outside Back Cover

$300
$500
N/A

$250
$400
N/A

Mini Profile
$500 - full page editorial written by our editorial staff
Page Sponsor $200 - various strip ad spots throughout the publication
Title Page Ad
$250 - available at the bottom of the page 1 title page
Digital Header $350 - banner ad spot on top of each digital edition page
FLAGSTICK GOLF MAGAZINE

FLAGSTICK GOLF MAGAZINE ‑ DIGITAL EDITION

Flagstick Digital 101

If Digital Publications is the new normal for us at Flagstick, whether we are only
publishing in a digital format or using the digital editions as supplemental distribution to
a print edition it is still a widely new option for advertisers in the golf industry to
navigate through.

As an advertiser we want to make sure that you are taking full advantage of what our
NEW, extremely interactive digital publication can provide, to give you the maximum
response. Below is a breakdown of the four major digital components that you can include
in your advertisement. We are providing these upgrades at no additional cost to you.

How To Take Full Advantage Of Flagstick Digital

Be sure to take full

advantage of the interactive
features of Flagstick Digital.
Everything you do to
enhance the reader

Web Links

With a website link, the reader
can easily click on any part of the
ad designated as the hotspot to
access the pop‑up window on
the page within the digital issue.
You can have multiple areas of
the ad designated for various
URLs simply by letting us know
where within the creative you
wouldlike them placed, as well as
the exact URLs to link to. For
instance, maybe you have
multiple specials or oﬀers.

Photo Gallery

Video Pop‑Up

Photo Galleries can be very useful
A video pop‑up allows you to
to highlight images of your golf
designate either a hot spot or spots
facility that would be limited with a within your ad that will display a
print publication would be
YouTube video in a pop‑up window
otherwise. We can create a small
within the digital edition. You can
or larger photo gallery from
also use the “watch video” icon
images provided. These images
that we have created as the hot
can be of the facility, course,
spot which we will insert into the ad
clubhouse, online pro shop special in a clear, open spot , allowing you
deals, take‑out menus or pretty
to avoid altering existing creative.
much anything you like. The photo All we need is a link to your
gallery will pop up and readers can uploaded YouTube video or the
easily scroll through images.
actual video ﬁle.

Embedded Video

Embedded video is similar to the
Video Pop‑Up. The diﬀerence with
this feature is that we will embed
the playing area for the video
directly in the ad rather than using
a hotspot and a pop‑up. The upside
is the video plays automatically
when the page loads; the
downside is the video space is
limited to the size of the window
within the existing ad creative and
can sometimes only be positioned
by cutting oﬀ parts of the ad.

experience and provide
reasons for them to be

interested in the ad you have
displayed in the Publication
can only work to your

beneﬁt. If you have any
questions call my cell

613.302.2108 or e‑mail me at
jbauder@ﬂagstick.com

>>view the Spring Edition at
ﬂagstick.com for examples.
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FLAGSTICK.COM

FLAGSTICK.COM is fast becoming one of the primary sources for golfers in Canada to get all
their golf information needs whether it be equipment, travel, instruction or news. Building on
the things we have learned about what golfers are looking for in a website, we continue to
develop an online source that encompasses the elements of information and communication
that should satisfy every golfers needs. From golf course information to equipment reviews,
from what’s happening to what’s going to happen...we have it covered.
Content Is King
One of the things that FLAGSTICK.COM is most proud of is our connection to our golf
community. For close to 25 years we have spent countless hours connecting with golfers at
tournaments, events, social media and of course, our website. We pride ourselves on being
leaders in the delivery of content to the thousands of golfers who spend time with us online.
Our content is homegrown, no news feeds...everything we publish comes from our writers and
correspondents and is uniquely prepared for FLAGSTICK.COM

Up To
4500
Users
Each
Day!

Interaction
We hear it regularly from readers, the industry, and fellow media members - no Canadian golf
media outlet is more engaged with golfers. Through all our channels we engage and listen to
our audience, take their questions, and offer expert insight and advice. That includes sharing
insights about our marketing partners, helping push their businesses to greater success.

Over 500,000 Users in 2020

Over 7.1 Million Page Views Shown

Up To 4500 Users Each Day

87% Of Web Traﬃc Is Canadian

Users Spend An Average Of 5 Min/Visit

5,000,000
Golfers In Canada

One of Canada's most
popular and engaged
sources of golf
information

Traﬃc Supported By 20,000+ Social Media Followers

The Top 2 In-market Interests Of Readers Are Sports & Travel

FLAGSTICK.COM

FLAGSTICK.COM

Banner Ad Positions & Delivery

Your impression based ad program ensures that your banner ad will deliver the number of
impressions you purchase. We can fulfill that impression number, or, if you need the ad to last
over an extended length of time, you can add more impressions to meet the needs of your
marketing plan. All banner ads will deliver in the four ad slots (Site Topper, Header, Footer,
Leaderboard Slots & Block Ads. If you require only a specific spot keep in mind it will take longer
to deliver the impressions by minimizing the number of ad positions you use.
Website Rates
Site Topper (970 x 66).......................$30 CPM
Header Spot (728 x 90).....................$25 CPM
Leaderboard (728 x 90).....................$25 CPM
Footer Position (728 x 90).................$25 CPM
Block Ads (320 x 250)........................$20 CPM

Ad Pop-Ups

}

By Default All Banner Ads Purchased At
The 728 x 90 Size Are Delivered
In Rotation In These 3 Locations
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One of the most effective ways to get the attention of a website visitor are ad pop-ups. Ad pop-ups on
FLAGSTICK.COM can transition into the page in a number of different ways, have the ability to be
one single ad creative or multiple creative in the same campaign and can be linked to whatever URL
you would like. FLAGSTICK.COM ad pop-ups can appear on any page of the site not just the landing
page, so however a visitor arrives the pop-up will appear on that page.

Ad Pop-Ups.......$600 (displays for one week)

Featured Video Content

It is no surprise that showing golfer’s your product is a very effective way of marketing it. What better
way to highlight your golf course then by showcasing it on the front page of one the country’s top golf
websites. Positioned on FLAGSTICK.COM’s front page your video will reach more than 2600 visitors each
day under our “Featured Video” area

Featured Video.......$350 (displays for one week)

Note - Videos must be provided or link to a YouTube Page.
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DEALZONE ‑ FLAGSTICK.COM

DEALZONE
DAILY DEALS ON GREEN FEES, MERCHANDISE, EVENTS & MORE

Across our many different platforms we have many ways for a business to reach our audience, but
sometimes you may need to reach an audience with a nimble, short-term method, more timely in
nature. For that reason we have introduced a NEW marketing opportunity, specifically designed
to address that. Building off the successful FGM Digest model that utilizes our popular
FLAGSTICK.COM website to extend the reach of our newsletters, we have created DEALZONE.

DEALZONE is for the exclusive use of businesses marketing to consumers. This post-based online
marketing tool allows a business to submit a post for just about anything they would like to
promote, for a flexible amount of time. Every DEALZONE post appears on the front page and all
subsequent pages of FLAGSTICK.COM. This is a perfect supplement to your more in-depth
marketing programs with Flagstick, especially when you have last minute opportunities to
promote that you were not able to include in longer term marketing materials.

Timely g.
Marketin t
Post Wha ,
You Want
When You
Need It!

How It Works...
STEP 1 >
STEP 2 >
STEP 3 >
STEP 4 >
STEP 5 >

Visit this link - https://flagstick.com/dealzonepost/
Fill in the post submission form & upload your image
Submit the form by click the submit button
We will format the submission on our end & post it
Enjoy the results

The Reach:
over 5000 per day

The Cost:

Only $30 per post
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DIGITAL MARKETING ‑ FGM DIGEST

Today’s advertiser is always in search of new, complementary options to deliver their
marketing message. The digital marketing era hasn’t just arrived, it has begun to take
over how we reach customers. But, it is not enough just to simply throw graphic ads into
an ad blast and fire it out to a database in hopes that the message is read or received by
its intended target audience. You need to be sure that the customer has a reason to read
the email being sent and that your marketing message has an opportunity to get noticed
and acted upon.

Flagstick’s FGM DIGEST e-newsletter has been re-built with exactly that in mind...a
content-based marketing tool that encompasses internally generated editorial content
that is extremely informative, timely and relevant to the audience including a subtle, nonintrusive ad space that is large enough to include your entire message but small enough
to not overpower the content.
The secret to this type of digital marketing strategy potentially being more successful is its
delivery method. Rather than the traditional e-blast which goes to a specific sized
database. FLAGSTICK.COM uses all the digital marketing option FLAGSTICK.COM has
available to ensure that the message is delivered to the largest audience possible over
multiple digital platforms including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube &
FLAGSTICK.COM. Of course anyone can send the link to an e-blast through social media
and post it to a website, however, very few have the social media presence or website
traffic that FLAGSTICK.COM has...period!

The Reach:
over 20,000

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram & Flagstick.com

The Cost:

Only at $450 Per Edition

Published 3 Times per week
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DIGITAL MARKETING ‑ FGM DIGEST
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So now that we have established what our Digital Marketing Strategy is you probably want to
know how it works. Below outlines the process we use with each edition of FGM DIGEST to get
it and your marketing message in front of potential customers.

The Process:

1 | Choose Your Edition(s)

First things first...you have to choose which edition(s) of FGM DIGEST you want to have your
advertising message appear in. You can then have us build the ads to be displayed at the top
and bottom of that edition or submit them as a jpeg, gif or PDF file.

2 | We Create Posts & Schedule Delivery

Once we have the creative, we then create a post in the “Special Offers & Deals” section of
FLAGSTICK.COM...this is where your advertising message and the supporting creative will be
placed for the duration of the campaign and beyond. The date & time of the promotions
visibility is set. We then schedule that edition of FGM DIGEST to be sent out in conjunction with
the release of the posts.

3 | Stick It On The Front Page

One of the best features of this Digital Marketing Strategy is that once the website post is created
for the Special Offers & Deals section of FLAGSTICK.COM, it is then posted on the front page of
FLAGSTICK.COM where it remains until the next editin of FGM DIGEST is released...it then drops
off the front page naturally based on its post date. Being positioned within the editorial content
on the site’s landing page is an extremely valuable position.

4 | Become A Social Buer y

The last step in our Digital Marketing Strategy is reinforcing your marketing message through our
social media network. Flagstick has spent 25 years building a trusted name in the golf industry
and a strong social following. Your edition of FGM DIGEST is now sent to our database of golfers,
posted to our Facebook page and tweeted out to our 13k+ followers on Twitter.

5 | Mission Accomplished
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CONTENT MARKETING PROGRAM ‑ FGM DIGEST

With the success of the launch of the FGM DIGEST Digital Marketing Program in 2016 we
wanted to have something else to offer our clients that would still take advantage of our FGM
DIGEST newsletter but in more of an advertorial fashion. Our Sponsored Content feature will
allow advertisers to use the power of Content Marketing to reach our readers and will remain
available to our readers and search engines for an indefinite period of time as website content.

How Does It Work?

1 | Choose Your Edition

Much like our FGM DIGEST sponsorship program...you have to choose which edition of FGM
DIGEST you want to have your profile to appear. With your input our editorial team produces
a 300-400 word editorial profile of your golf course or business complete with a photograph
that you provide.

Sponsored
Content
Editorial
Block

2 | Posted & Inserted

After your editorial profile has been approved we post the article and photo to FGM DIGEST
and assign it to the appropriate category on our site. Once the post is uploaded we select it as
one of the four editorial blocks for insertion in the edition of FGM DIGEST that you chose.

3 | Delivered

FGM DIGEST is scheduled to release on either Monday, Wednesday or Friday and your article
which links directly to the story on FLAGSTICK.COM where it also appears on the landing page
of the site. It will remain there until the next sponsored content block appears, giving it a
prime location for a minimum of two days. It then remains on the site indefinitely.

4 | Socially Speaking

The last step in our Content Marketing Program is reinforcing your post through our social
media network. Flagstick has spent 25 years building a trusted name in the golf industry and
a strong social following. FGM DIGEST is now sent to our database of golfers, posted to our
Facebook page and tweeted out to our 13k+ followers on Twitter.

5 | Mission Accomplished

The Reach:
over 20,000

Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram & Flagstick.com

The Cost:

Only at $450
Per Edition

Published 3 Times per week

DIGITAL MARKETING

WEEKLY PODCAST ‑ TEETALK

In our constant effort to engage golfers across a variety of mediums, we brought the TEETALK
Podcast to life in February, 2019. Podcasts have continued to blossom as a leading source of
audio entertainment and we wanted to add our voice and expertise to the golf podcast market,
particularly in Canada.
Through almost twenty-five years in the golf media, we have developed a deep network of
connections and perspectives and use that to create compelling show content. Co-Hosts Scott
MacLeod and Stefan Thedorf enhance the content with perspectives from two different
generations and golf experiences, to better connect with a wider audience.
In the first two years we broadcasted 95 weekly shows, averaging an hour in length. Each show
covers current events, has a feature interview with a wide range of guests (tour players,
amateurs, coaches, celebrities, athletes), has commentary on many golf subjects, and also
engages the audience by answering their questions offered up through social media channels.
With a growing audience, continual social media presence, and long episode shelf life, the
TEETALK also makes for a great platform for marketing partners. Studies show that podcast
listeners trust the shows they listen to and are more likely to purchase or seek more
information about products or services they hear about through shows.
Shows are presented from a Canadian angle and we have an audience that is primarily
Canadian 65% and 29% American, although we have had downloads in 70 countries.
In just one year we have risen to become the #2 Golf Podcast based in Canada (Chartables,
January 2020), with a listener ranking higher than many popular U.S.-based shows who reach
here, and a perfect 5.0 on Apple Podcast Reviews.
We have a lot more exciting shows, content, and guests planned for 2021 and are looking for
marketing partners/sponsors to grow with us.

Sponsorship Opportunities:
Episode Sponsorship

Each Episode Sponsorship includes Brand mention following the lead in for each episode,
“This Episode of The TEETALK Podcast is brought to you by...”. It also includes one in-episode
product/brand on air ad read as well as various thank you mentions throughout the Episode and
at the end of each show.

6 Episodes (minimum)
12 Episodes
24 Episodes
36 Episodes
48 Episodes

$1000
$1800
$3200
$4400
$5600

Segment Sponsorship

Each segment sponsorship includes a brand mention for that segment “Lesson Tee brought to you
by...” followed by an on air ad read as well as a closing brand mention following the segment.
Each episode of The TEETALK Podcast is broken into 5 segments: The Week That Was, InConversation (Weekly Interview), Birdie or Bogey, Mail Bag & Tip Of The Week.

6 Episodes (minimum)
12 Episodes
24 Episodes
36 Episodes
48 Episodes

$600
$1000
$1250
$1450
$1650

The Cost:

As Low As $35 per Episode

For A Episode Segment Sponsorship

TEETALK PODCAST

DIGEST

GOLFNEWS
O N TA R I O

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF

After four successful seasons of publishing Ontario Golf News as a digital publication we evolved
OGN to better meet the demands of both readers and marketing partners with a more frequent
publishing model. The members of the Golf Ontario and golfers throughout the province are
asking for more information in a format they can consume on a more timely basis. We wanted to
be able to deliver that in a format that was also more mobile friendly, reflecting modern trends.
OntarioGolfNews Digest is a twice-weekly newsletter distributed directly to the inboxes of the
25,000 plus people and growing on the Golf Ontario’s database. Golf Ontario is the largest
regional Golf Association in Canada and services over 100,000 golfers every year. Using one or
more edition of OntarioGolfNews Digest is a valuable investment in your businesses marketing.
Our partnership with Golf Ontario allows us to deliver a quality content marketing program to
one of the most pure golf databases in Canada. It’s content will be similar to that of the digital
edition but will be fed from the vast amount of golf content created by the FLAGSTICK.COM
website, making the information delivery current and extremely relevant. Golf Ontario believes
so strongly in this partnership that OntarioGolfNews Digest is also their main direct to inbox
communication tool, replacing their previous e-newsletter.

The Reach:
20,000 +

Direct To The Inbox of Golf Ontario Members

The Cost:
as low as $500 Per Edition
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MARKETING DIGITAL

DESIGN & CONSULTING SERVICES

BAUDER ENTERPRISES was recently established to take over the consulting and design
responsibilities of the previous Flagstick Consulting & Design. BAUDER ENTERPRISES will
continue provide professional services to our magazine clients with their marketing initiatives
outside of the pages of our own publications. It continues to be very apparent that many
businesses within the golf industry simply did not have the time or resources to spend on their
marketing objectives. This is a huge trap for any business to fall in to so our NEW partnership
with BAUDER ENTERPRISES will allow Flagstick clients to continue to take advantage of the
skills and knowledge of the Flagstick Team as well as some additional professionals within the
BAUDER ENTERPRISES group.

The golf industry is a highly competitive market and every business has a very unique image
requiring a unique approach to market that business. The team at BAUDER ENTERPRISES is
highly experienced in every aspect of the industry from marketing and public relations to
advertising, social media management and graphic design. They can take you in the direction
of success by providing the tools to do it.

Here’s How!

other times a complete marketing plan is required. Whatever the needs of your
operation our team of professionals can help. With expertise and training in
retailing, merchandising, marketing, golf operations, design, and social media
you can be assured of sound and practical advice.
throughout the region. From the simplest logo creation to a complex advertising
campaign, our vast knowledge of the golf industry is a perfect fit for developing
stunning creative for all your marketing requirements. How you portray your
business to the consumer is vital to your success; make sure it is done right.
Metcalfe NGCOA, Kevin Haime Golf, GC, Stonebridge, Loyalist Country Club,
Falcon Ridge, Emerald Links, Cloverdale Links & Anderson Links....plus more!

Contact Us To Talk
About Your Marketing

jbauder@bauderenterprises.com
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DESIGN & CONSULTING SERVICES

IT’S A SOCIAL WORLD

We connect with golfers. We always have, even when our only communication tool was the pages of our
magazine.The golf world is all about community. In a niche sport we are all bonded by our love and
passion for the game. No matter where you go conversations with fellow golfers are easy ones.

Being that we, the staff, are lifelong golfers we understand. That is why our connection with the golf
community is so important to us and why we put in the effort to maintain that bond across many
platforms. In doing so we try and stay ahead of the golfer by keeping up on technology trends and
ensuring we are delivering our content where the golfers will be.
For us, that included our 1st website more than 20 years ago. We then progressed to all forms of online
golf communities and social media including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube. In
twelve years on Twitter alone we have sent out more than 60,000 Tweets, including tons of valuable
content and thousands of replies to golfers looking for answers on everything from golf course
recommendations, travel tips, and golf equipment reviews.
In 2020 alone our Tweets received almost 10,000,000 impressions. We are highly
engaged in the golf community and that resonates with our readers - making us
their established and trusted source for their golf information - including the
messages of our marketing partners.
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“Numbers are one way to measure your audience, be it social media or
otherwise, but it’s not the only way. Nor should it be. When establishing
our own social media network we chose to focus on quality over
quantity. Yes, we have a strong audience but it is even more powerful
than the number listed because we always strive to develop meaningful
and long-lasting relationships. It was built one conversation, one
exchange, at a time over many years. We did not in ate it with contests
or other arti cial methods. Much like you would do with your business
we built a rapport with our customers, a relationship that establishes
trust and gives us an audience that is easier to convert when it comes
to sales, be it for us or our marketing partners.”

IMPACT MEDIA SOCIAL

